This paper discusses the growth and increasing significance of e-mail in the business and personal environment, and how unsolicited bulk commercial e-mail, also known as spam, has become a significant drain on technical and economic resources. It analyzes the statutory and self-help efforts to combat spam, focusing on block lists and automated spam filters, and how alleged spammers have brought lawsuits in U.S. courts claiming they had been wrongfully included within block lists and filters. Finally, it describes possible claims under U.S. law, then argues for a higher standard of care among block list vendors and the need for recourse to courts when self-help remedies for mistaken block listing fail.

Introduction: A Short History of Spam

Commercial use of the Internet was restricted by the Acceptable Use Policy of the National Science Foundation until March 1991. With the lifting of that restriction, the full commercial exploitation of the Internet, including electronic mail, began in full force, including the spread of unsolicited bulk commercial messages, which quickly gained the nickname “spam.” Although the first spam e-mail reportedly occurred as early as 1978 and the first widely-reported spam occurred in 1994 not e-mail but on Usenet, e-mail spam began to build serious momentum in the late 1990s. As the percentage of spam as a total of each user’s e-mails grew, service providers, software vendors and the legal system were pressured to reduce the burden.

Initially, spam recipients and their Internet service providers (“ISPs”) seeking legal redress and injunctive relief were limited to adapting existing offline doctrines such as “trespass to chattels” to the unauthorized use of their servers and computers as bulk e-mail conduits. While some cases, particularly those brought by ISPs, were successful, others, such as Intel v. Hamidi, found United States courts less than willing to extend this doctrine to e-mail.
The Rise of Anti-Spam Legislation

Eventually, legislatures took up the effort against spam, first in individual states\textsuperscript{8} and then in Congress with the federal CAN-SPAM Act.\textsuperscript{9} The statutes largely focused on labeling advertisements, prohibiting misleading techniques (such as disguising the sender’s identity or disregarding unsubscribe requests by unwilling recipients), and requiring proper identification of the senders (such as postal addresses).\textsuperscript{10} Even this approach poses problems, since an e-mail message may include both advertising and informational material. How should a law characterize a newsletter which includes legitimate articles separated by sponsor advertisements? The advertisements themselves may be unsolicited, and the volume of the newsletter might lend itself to a definition of “bulk,” but the overall publication may not qualify as “spam.”

Another major hurdle faced by anti-spam legislation is enforcement. Any statute must address jurisdiction (interstate and international), both to bring the alleged spammer into court and to enforce penalties. Before establishing jurisdiction, though, the enforcement agency or litigant must identify the spammer. This is not a simple process. The Internet enables both anonymity\textsuperscript{11} and pseudonymity,\textsuperscript{12} and a major tactic of spammers is to falsify the sending information of the message, making it even difficult to determine the actual sender. Spammers also frequently change ISPs and accounts,\textsuperscript{13} and even when they are found, they may have hidden their assets.\textsuperscript{14} Even where spamming is made a felony, as in Virginia,\textsuperscript{15} convictions are rare.

Block Lists and Spam Filters: Self-Regulation Through Technology

Before legislators began fighting spam, though, the Internet’s users were addressing it using two methods: block listing and filtering. Block listing began as a way to name (and therefore shame) the most egregious spammers, with Paul Vixie’s “Real-time Blackhole List” being the first such resource.\textsuperscript{16} Vixie’s block list was implemented on a user level and sender-by-sender basis. As e-mail usage migrated to the consumer level, and as spam became more of a problem, the Internet community began scaling up efforts to block spam. The “block list” evolved into a downloadable, standardized tool for ISP mail server computers, blocking all e-mail from senders the list designated as spammers. These lists were maintained largely by volunteers, including The Spamhaus Project (“Spamhaus”)\textsuperscript{17} in the U.K., while others, such as Julian Haight’s SpamCop,\textsuperscript{18} began as volunteer efforts but were later acquired by commercial firms. Vendors such as Symantec\textsuperscript{19} offered software incorporating block lists as well.

Block lists populate their databases of spammers in a number of ways. List managers create unused e-mail “trolling” accounts on popular ISPs. Spammers using “dictionary attacks,” in which they send bulk commercial messages to every possible combination of numbers and letters making up possible e-mail addresses, will unknowingly include the trolling accounts. Once the account receives a commercial message (by definition unsolicited, since the list managers never provide the troll address to anyone), its details are added to the block list.
Another method focuses on the servers through which spam is sent. E-mail server computers may be configured to reject messages coming through them from outside their network or pass the outside messages along to their destinations. Those that pass along messages indiscriminately are called “open mail relays,” and are frequently utilized by spammers to disguise the spam’s origin.20 Given this risk, spam opponents have sought to discourage open relays by creating public open relay block lists21, as well as other lists of similar exploits.22 Even where a server is not open to the public, where its authorized users send spam through it, the server (and all of its users, spammer and non-spammer alike) may get added to block lists. This possibility is of particular importance to those Internet Service Providers who may offer connectivity services to company networks as well as individuals. The ISPs disable connecting mail servers (whether spammer or corporate) to their network in order to prevent the ISP from being deemed “spammer friendly,” but that can inconvenience legitimate high-volume mailers and corporate customers.

Collaborative reporting is a third method for populating block lists. In this model, users report spam to list owners.23 Depending on how the block list operates, the information may be immediately added to the block list or investigated further.

In parallel with the rise of shared block lists, e-mail programs themselves offer internal spam filters as a feature for users. Microsoft’s Outlook e-mail program, for example, based its blocking on a combination of suspect terms and user feedback.24

As spammers have become more sophisticated at modifying their messages (including falsifying sender information) to beat simpler blocking methods, software-based filters have incorporated heuristic methodologies, analyzing words, punctuation, sender information, mail server information, and other elements to score incoming messages as spam (called Bayesian25 filtering), based on work by the 18th century theoretician Rev. Thomas Bayes.26

**Spam(mer) Labeling and the Challenge of False Positives**

The processes by which messages are filtered as “spam” are not perfect. Definitions of objectionable spam vary. One definition provides that “[a]n electronic message is “spam” IF: (1) the recipient's personal identity and context are irrelevant because the message is equally applicable to many other potential recipients; AND (2) the recipient has not verifiably granted deliberate, explicit, and still-revocable permission for it to be sent; AND (3) the transmission and reception of the message appears to the recipient to give a disproportionate benefit to the sender.”27

To the Interactive Advertising Bureau, spam is “unsolicited email that can fill up your inbox with nuisance advertisements or scams.”28 The Direct Marketing Association merely provides guidelines on responsible e-mail marketing29, while laws may either define spam directly30 or list prohibited activities with regard to electronic mail31. Each user has her own idea of what constitutes “junk” e-mail.32

Even when no one has directly identified a message as spam, an automated filter operating on pre-existing rules and methods may improperly tag a non-commercial or solicited message as spam. This could happen because of the use of an
open relay, because of the incorporation of elements within the message which are also common to spam, because a previous spammer falsely used that sender’s address as its own, or because some combination of characteristics adds up to a filter trigger.

Unfortunately, however the message is kept from its intended destination, the sender may never know it hasn’t arrived, because filtered spam may be automatically deleted or redirected to an spam or junk mail folder. At times, a sender may only determine it has been added to a block list because of a lack of response to the sent message. In this way, even local false positives can remain problems, particularly if the sender’s identity rather than the message contents cause the blocking. If the false positive happens on a multi-network basis, detection and remediation may be much more difficult. Worse still, some block lists may even go beyond the actual sender of the message, listing companies that have apparently benefited from or facilitated the spam.33

The Potential Impact of False Positives and Wrongful Labeling

For a casual e-mail exchange, a blocked message or account can be inconvenient. On the other hand, a false positive in a spam filter or block list can make the difference between winning a bid for a government contract34 or not, cause a litigant to miss a court-imposed deadline where pleadings are to be sent via e-mail,35 or otherwise cost time, money or both.

In the commercial context, the risks can be both harder to quantify and greater in scope. Even the most zealous anti-spam advocates acknowledge that a solicited commercial message may be proper. Definitions of solicitation, however, may vary. Spamhaus, for example, states that a message is solicited when “the recipient has…verifiably granted deliberate, explicit, and still-revocable permission for it to be sent.”36 In sharp contrast, the Direct Marketing Association’s “E-mail Delivery Best Practices” provide a much broader view on solicitation, including both opt-in and opt-out.37

False positives, though, can keep even a solicited message from reaching not only a single recipient but millions of recipients, if the false positive is generated by a block list shared across users or ISPs.38 This is not just a hypothetical situation for direct marketers. The Interactive Advertising Bureau has published an entire guide to e-mail deliverability,39 which states, “More than 20% of legitimate marketing messages are incorrectly identified as spam by server and client level spam filtering…..”40 Given that the IAB’s members are among the larger and more-established (and therefore legally exposed) marketers41, it is likely that the processes by which these companies obtain and utilize lists are more detailed and conservative than those used by more aggressive, smaller marketers.

Remedying Improper Listing: The Limits of the Self-Regulatory Approach

Within the Internet’s tradition of collaborative self-regulation,42 senders can try to remedy false labeling without an outside arbiter (i.e. a court). To address false
positives from filters run by individual recipients, many senders include explicit instructions for the recipients to add the sender to a “white list,” a list of approved e-mailers. This requires an affirmative act by the user, and given the number of different software and ISP combinations through which users receive e-mail, mailers may find this approach less than successful. It also applies only to single e-mail accounts.

A more scalable approach involves getting on the white list of the larger ISPs. While this is more efficient than relying upon individual white lists, it still requires a multi-step process for each ISP. Not every ISP maintains a global white list, however; some leave the process in the hands of users. Those senders that do not send commercial bulk e-mail may not even pursue white listing before being blocked. In either event, the white listing process is imperfect, and companies may still end up on block lists and spam filters by mistake or through the malice of critics or competitors.

Another approach is to obtain third-party certification as a non-spammer. The requirements are detailed, and the applicability, though widespread, is far from universal. For many e-mailers, the costs or efforts of compliance may be too great.

The most efficient approach is to request removal directly from the particular block list. The first significant challenge is discovering the listing; while some vendors such as Spamhaus make their lists public, others do not. A mail sender on a closed list may only suspect it is there by examining which ISPs seem to be blocking its mail. This method may not be determinative, especially if the ISPs use multiple lists and filters for most complete coverage.

Even where a sender knows on which filter(s) it has been placed, removal is far from certain. Some vendors have published processes for removal; others may not. The sender may also face a presumption of invalidity. Some lists will not even accept proposed evidence from accused spammers; the accused’s ISPs must argue on its behalf. If an ISP is unwilling or unable to assist, the accused may face the choice of remaining on the block list or switching ISPs (which can itself raise suspicion among anti-spam advocates).

Because of the severe potential consequences of having one’s e-mail blocked, many accused spammers retain attorneys to advocate on their behalf with the block lists. Block list owners may believe that any sender utilizing an attorney is an actual spammer using unfounded legal threats to coerce removal. No matter the circumstances, though, a vendor may elect not to remove the sender from its lists.

Litigation as a Remedy: Existing Cases and Evolving Doctrine

If a sender believes itself to be wrongfully included on a block list and is unable to obtain removal after exhausting all self-help processes and remedies, what can it do? Under U.S. law, e-mail senders may be able to look to the courts for redress, requesting equitable relief, monetary damages, or both.

Existing Spam Filter Litigation in U.S. Courts

There have been a number of reported cases in U.S. courts regarding wrongful operation of spam filters. Some have focused on free speech rights under the
First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Others have turned in part on a unique U.S. law: 47 U.S.C. §230. This statute, passed in response to cases such as Stratton Oakmont v. Prodigy, is expressly meant to encourage the growth of the Internet. Section (c) of §230 states,

(1) Treatment of publisher or speaker
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.

(2) Civil liability
No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be held liable on account of--
(A) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material that the provider or user considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally protected; or
(B) any action taken to enable or make available to information content providers or others the technical means to restrict access to material described in paragraph (1).

Section (e)(3) goes on to state in relevant part that “no cause of action may be brought and no liability may be imposed under any State or local law that is inconsistent with this section.”

The Black Ice and OptInRealBig Cases: Exploring the Limits of 47 U.S.C. §230

A number of defendants in spam filter cases have raised 47 U.S.C. § 230 as a defense. One significant example is Mail Abuse Prevention System LLC v. Black Ice Software. In Black Ice, Mail Abuse Prevention System (“MAPS”), a vendor of spam filter services, listed Black Ice as a spammer in its “Realtime Blackhole List,” then sued under California’s anti-spam law. In response, Black Ice cross-complained, accusing MAPS of “(1) defamation; (2) intentional interference with contractual relationship; (3) intentional interference with prospective economic advantage; (4) unfair competition; and (5) restraint of trade.” After rejecting MAPS’ motion for summary judgment, the court turned to the counterclaims.

MAPS raised 47 USC §230 as a complete defense. The court found MAPS had standing under (c)(2) of §230 as an “access software provider” since it “enable[d] other computer users accessing the Internet.” The court then analyzed whether spam would be considered “harassing” or “otherwise objectionable” content under (c)(2). While the court accepted that spam could fall into that definition, MAPS had also blocked other messages and servers beyond the alleged objectionable spam, so Black Ice’s counterclaims were allowed to be further adjudicated.

The defamation claim was based on MAPS’ calling Black Ice a spammer, a statement for which Black Ice did not have to plead actual damages under California defamation law. According to the court’s analysis of Section (c)(2)(B) of §230, MAPS’ listing of Black Ice as a spammer was not merely a technical enabling of spam blocking but an “announcement” which was a separate act. Accordingly, the
A defamation claim was allowed to stand. While the claim of intentional interference with contractual relations was rejected, the other claims (intentional interference with prospective economic advantage, unfair competition and restraint of trade) were permitted to stand, as was Black Ice’s claim for punitive damages. In addition to the Black Ice case (for which no further opinions were disseminated), MAPS was also involved in litigation with other firms including Media3, Yesmail, Exactis (later Experian), and Harris Interactive. The Black Ice case contrasts sharply with another reported opinion, OptInRealBig.com v. Ironport Systems. In that case, the plaintiff, a direct e-mail marketer, sued Ironport over the reporting by Ironport subsidiary Spamcop.net of OptInRealBig as a spammer to OptInRealBig’s ISPs. Unlike MAPS, Spamcop functioned by passing along complaints from recipients of alleged spam to the sender’s ISP. Given that Spamcop was passing along others’ reports of spam in accordance with the definition of 47 U.S.C. §230, the court found that the statute fully protected Spamcop/Ironport. Even after upholding Ironport’s immunity under §230, though, the court went on to analyze and reject OptInRealBig’s claims regarding trade libel, interference with contractual relations, and unfair business practices.

**e360 v. Spamhaus: Jurisdictional Issues in International Block Lists**

The most recent case to be reported regarding block lists involves e360 Insight (“e360”) and the Spamhaus ROKSO (Register of Known Spam Operations) list. According to the papers and histories for the case made available by e360 and Spamhaus and the electronic case records of the Northern District of Illinois, e360 (located in Wheeling, Illinois) brought first brought suit in June 2006 in the Illinois Circuit Court (a state court) against Spamhaus (based in the UK), alleging that Spamhaus had improperly listed e360 on the ROKSO list even though e360 denied having been a spammer or otherwise qualifying for the ROKSO list. After e360 obtained a temporary restraining order, Spamhaus requested (and received) removal of the case to the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. Spamhaus then denied that the court had jurisdiction over it, after which Spamhaus’ attorneys withdrew from the case. On September 13, 2006, Judge Kocoras of the District Court entered a default judgment against Spamhaus for $11,715,000 in damages and $1,971.05 in litigation costs. After e360 requested that the court order ICANN to suspend the Spamhaus.org domain name as part of its proposed remedies, new attorneys appeared for Spamhaus, and Spamhaus gave notice that it intended to appeal the default judgment. Ultimately Judge Kocoras denied the suspension of the domain name, and the action was still pending as of late October 2006.

While e360’s claims are similar to those in the Black Ice and OptInRealBig cases, the jurisdictional dispute and default nature of the judgment makes it difficult to analyze the strength of e360’s arguments. The case, though, raises the question of whether an out-of-state (or offshore) entity that knowingly incorporates a company into a spam filter should be held responsible for damages caused in the jurisdiction of the listed company. This question has been examined in the online context in other U.S. cases including Bochan v. La Fontaine and U.S. v. Ivanov, and internationally against a U.S.-based Web publisher in Australian courts for alleged defamation of an
Wrongful Inclusion in Block Lists or Filters: The Elements of Potential Claims

In a situation in which a party believes it has been wrongfully included in a spam filter or block list and therefore has been damaged, what type of claims are likely to succeed in U.S. courts? While the answer (and controlling precedents) will vary among jurisdictions, the strongest arguments are likely to cover defamation and intentional interference with prospective business relationships.

The below analysis presupposes that the sender added to the block list in fact is not a spammer under a definition accepted by the court hearing the case. If the sender is in fact a spammer, its ability to make the below claims, particularly with regard to defamation, can be substantially impaired. The other assumption is that the block list vendor is not able to take advantage of 47 USC §230 because it does not fit into one of the categories provided in the statute (e.g., interactive service provider; transmitting information provided by a third party; etc.).

Defamation

As has been shown in this article, spamming is not only viewed by the Internet community as negative activity but is a crime in a number of jurisdictions. These facts lay the foundation for a defamation action. According to the Restatement (Second) of Torts:

“To create liability for defamation there must be:
(a) a false and defamatory statement concerning another;
(b) an unprivileged publication to a third party;
(c) fault amounting at least to negligence on the part of the publisher; and
(d) either actionability of the statement irrespective of special harm or the existence of special harm caused by the publication.”

This applies to businesses as well as individuals:
One who publishes defamatory matter concerning a corporation is subject to liability to it
(a) if the corporation is one for profit, and the matter tends to prejudice it in the conduct of its business or to deter others from dealing with it, or
(b) if, although not for profit, it depends upon financial support from the public, and the matter tends to interfere with its activities by prejudicing it in public estimation.

Publishing an accusation of a crime which can result in imprisonment or a statement which damages the subject’s ability to do its business is actionable per se without need to show special damages. Accordingly, in a situation where a sender is wrongfully identified as a spammer to potential service providers and customers, and the block list vendor has done so either negligently or maliciously, the sender may
have an action in defamation. Even where a block list is not itself made public, the blocking process may be sufficient to indicate that a particular sender has been designated as a spammer.

**Intentional Interference with Prospective Business Relationships**

Another possible claim is the tort of intentional interference with prospective contractual relation:

One who intentionally and improperly interferes with another's prospective contractual relation (except a contract to marry) is subject to liability to the other for the pecuniary harm resulting from loss of the benefits of the relation, whether the interference consists of

- (a) inducing or otherwise causing a third person not to enter into or continue the prospective relation or
- (b) preventing the other from acquiring or continuing the prospective relation.  

While this tort has been adopted by a number of states, its required elements differ. In situations where alleged spammers are publicly identified on block lists, the clear intention is to keep the sender from doing business. This is even more demonstrable where not only bulk messages but all messages from the sender or even the sender’s Web site are blocked, impeding the sender’s ability to operate at all.

**Other Possible Claims**

Depending on the facts of the case and applicable law, other claims that may be brought include but are not limited to unfair competition, restraint of trade, and interference with contractual relations. The blocked party may also be able to demonstrate actual damages, to the extent that a blocked communication caused specific harm.

**Conclusion: Balancing the Equities and Setting the Standards**

Spam places a real time and financial burden on networks and users, and the incentives of e-mail as a marketing tool (minimal cost, easy automation, worldwide reach) encourage new spammers to enter the field. At the same time, there can be significant harm to innocent senders caught improperly in spam filters, given that the most popular block lists and filters control entry into the inboxes of millions of users across numerous ISPs. To what standard, then, should filter vendors be held?

One could argue that market forces will be sufficient to keep block lists under control and acting responsibly. If a block list generates too many false positives, users will reject it for a more accurate product. On a macro level, this makes sense, but it helps little at the margins, where a single legitimate mailer’s messages (or even Web site) are blocked. Unless the sender’s messages are missed by large numbers of users, the impact of an incorrect blocking of that sender on the community as a whole will be minimal and any resulting market forces pushing toward better lists negligible.
For the sender, though, the consequences can be severe, and without the ability to use the courts to force a change, the sender may have little recourse.

If, on the other hand, courts hold block list and filter vendors accountable for their failure to properly police their lists for false positives, and exercise jurisdiction even over an offshore block list, block list vendors may have to take notice. To reduce the likelihood of court action, block list vendors should evolve the definitions of spamming they use toward objective standards rather than the opinions they are based on today.91 Additionally, complaining senders should be automatically delisted absent objective proof of repeated violations. Further, block list providers should limit their blocking to the actual IP address used to send the alleged spam rather than taking it upon themselves to block the e-mail or even Web site of the perceived beneficiary of the message (i.e. the party whose products are being advertised).92

The bottom line is that even the volunteer block list providers are knowingly and intentionally affecting numerous commercial relationships and the financial health of companies. They should therefore be held to professional standards of conduct, including objectivity, reasonable care, and (to the extent their activities cause harm) accountability. The alternative, relying on their good faith and internal procedures, is no longer acceptable, given how critical e-mail has become. Just as letter carriers are held accountable when, due to their actions, mail is neither delivered nor returned,93 because of the importance of what can be contained in postal mail, block list and spam filter vendors (who may not directly deliver the e-mail, but knowingly interpose their services in the process for their users) must make every reasonable effort to ensure that they are not keeping legitimate e-mail from its destination, or face the consequences of their lack of care.
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